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Archive One from C2C has been nominated as Messaging Product of the Year.
READING, UK, 3 February 2009: C2C, the leading provider of email data management solutions, today
announced that it is a finalist in the 2009 Network Computing Awards with its award-winning email
archiving software solution, Archive One, within the Messaging Product of the Year category.
Winners will be chosen via online voting available at the Network Computing Awards 2009 Awards website,
http://www.networkcomputingawards.co.uk - open until March 5th. Last year more than 4,000 Network
Computing magazine readers voted for their favourite products and companies. Network Computing Magazine
is Britain’s most established and long-running networking title. The final Award winners will be
announced at a champagne reception in London on March 19th.
“This is the second consecutive year that Archive One has been nominated and we appreciate the
recognition that reaching finalist status has generated.” says Dave Hunt, CEO at C2C.
C2C’s nominated Archive One solution helps organizations solve the headaches of email capacity
management, enforce email retention policies and comply with various regulatory requirements regarding
the use and retention of email, such as Sarbanes-Oxley, Freedom of Information Act, HIPAA,
Gramm-Leach-Bliley, SEC and NASD Directives. Archive One technology is built on a proprietary advanced
analytical search and policy enforcement engine, made up of nearly 50 analysis criteria used throughout
the product line to centralize, automate and accelerate tasks which reduce risk associated with email and
improve system usage.
-endsNotes for editors:
About C2C: C2C offers unsurpassed email data management solutions, which reduce risk, optimise
performance and minimise compliance issues for over three million users at more than 2,000 organisations
worldwide. Based on its in-depth understanding of message management, C2C developed its award-winning
email archiving Archive One suite to help organisations comply with industry regulations while minimising
mailbox size. C2C also offers rapid-response tools for email performance, security and crisis control.
The Company, a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, supports organisations in government, manufacturing,
finance, education and healthcare industries, including Fortune 1000 companies. Established in 1992, C2C
is a privately held company with US offices in Springfield and Westborough, Mass; and Reading, Berkshire
in the UK. For more information about the Company, visit http://www.c2c.com.
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